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M/S Estonia shipwreak, about 850 died
Jokela train accident, 4 died, 35 injured
Jyväskylä train accident, 11 died 35 injured,
400 in the train
Konginkangas bus accident, 23 died, 15
injured
Malaga bus accident, 9 died, 35 injured
SAS airplane accident in Milan, 3 Finnish
person died
Many minor traffic accidents



Special aspects of the experience
◦ Reason of the accident
 Human mistake
 Technical problem
 Air or other conditions

◦
◦
◦
◦

Easy to blame someone or something
Often also guilt feelings, what if thoughts
But it is usually an accident
Often loss of life, physical injures



Special aspects of the psychological process of the victims

◦ The psychological process is the same in smaller and greater
accidents
 No great differences

◦ Much psychological aspects to process





Blaming someone or something
Guilt feelings
Grief, giving up
Recovery from physical injures

 Makes the psychological process longer
 Often both recovery from physical injury and loss of a close person
 the processing of two traumatic event at the same time often impossible

 Fears, that it happens again

◦ Police investigations and often the legal proceedings

 Raise the accident in the mind again or keep it in the mind
 The recovery process will be more complex



Special aspects of psychosocial support
◦ Need for psychological support in both smaller and
greater accidents
◦ The major accidents often centrifugal in nature
 The victims are usually from a wide area, together
coincidentally
 Need good network of psychosocial support

◦ Need for psychological help for survivors
 Often need for trauma focused psychotherapy

◦ Need for psychological support for the family members
and others of both those who died and survivors
 Need for both psychological first aid and early intervention



These disasters happen often abroad
◦ Victims are in unfamiliar circumstances
◦ Difficult to get help in your own language



This means that
◦ The shock phase in the psychological processing of
the experience will be longer, because you need the
capacity to function
◦ You need to feel safe for allowing the process to
continue, to reach thoughts and feelings
◦ This happens when you come home



For psychosocial support and services this means
that

◦ Some of the local crisis workers should speak foreign
languages, especially English to be able to give
psychological first aid
◦ The home country should have preparedness to send
psychosocial support abroad
◦ The victims need psychological help also when they have
arrived home
◦ The risk is that the service chain break down and the
victims do not get help in their home country and home
municipality
 Need good network with those working abroad and in home
country



The role of technical component in the
accident decrease the human responsibility in
general
◦ This makes the recovery from this kind of disaster
in general easier



Some have, however, to take responsibility of
the technical solutions or human errors
◦ The recovery of these people often very difficult

